That the practitioners are bogus may only surface when patients complain to authorities after receiving poor medical care. Or, because their potential for doing harm is high, they may be exposed when a real doctor contacts authorities after treating a patient who was hurt by the work of a fake practitioner. Sometimes they may not come to attention until there are bureaucratic checks. These impostors then face arrest, conviction and prison sentences.
What of the South African situation? A 2009 press release 5 quotes Denise White, past chairperson of the South African Medical Association (SAMA), as saying that the number of bogus doctors plying their trade in South Africa runs into the hundreds. Boyce Mkhize, then an HPCSA registrar, also suggested that the countless advertisements plastered on street poles and buildings by people with names like 'Dr Cure' , 'Dr John' and 'Dr Liezl' was a clear indication that people not registered with the HPCSA are plying a nefarious trade. Ms Ina van der Merwe, CEO of international background screening company Kroll, added that many impostors have 'impressive fake diplomas from top universities complete with wax seals hanging in their offices that look exactly like the real thing, but are as fake as a R7 bank note'; moreover, 'the medical profession has become a favorite among fraudsters because of the potentially lucrative career opportunities it offers' .
In developing countries, people are especially vulnerable, not least because of the enormous burden of ill-health borne by the populace and the fact that, as the elderly Lancet editorial quoted above observed, they 'have not sufficient knowledge or sufficient observation' to detect the bogus doctor. This combination is a recipe for criminal success.
What then is the remedy? The HPCSA, which serves as doctors' regulatory body, offers the best hope of halting bogus doctors. Members of the public can check with the HPCSA at 012-338-9301 or www.hpcsa.co.za if they want to confirm whether the people they go to for medical attention are registered practitioners; also, they have the right to ask to see the practitioner's annual HPCSA certificate.
But as the General Medical Council, the equivalent accreditation body in the UK, admits, 'one hundred per cent security is almost impossible' . The uncomfortable reality is that 'the line between sensible checks and more widespread scepticism placing the majority of new doctors under suspicion is very narrow' . 
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